AUTO DOCUMENTATION TO HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEM USING “BAR-CODED MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION”
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ABSTRACT
This paper is mainly on patient safety in health-care information technology (HIT). One of the main concerns with respect to this is recording all patient related information. One of the issues is auto documentation in HIT. Due to this, many medical errors are occurring, to avoid this automation to the patient history need to be supported. The patient will be linked with history, prescription, doctors, and nurse’s information. All this information should be linked with one patient ID known as bar code. The outcome of care transformations of the medication administration process that resulted from the implementation of one type of IT: Bar-coded medication administration (BCMA). Hence, this paper shows the technologies of BCMA how it works and the drawback of it and the implementation on open-source platform of BCMA.
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INTRODUCTION
Auto documentation to the health-care information technology all the information of the patient is maintained through traditional administration process like entering all the details of patient manually. Due to this, many medical errors are occurring to avoid this automation to the patient history need to be supported. The patient will be linked with history, prescription, doctors, and nurse’s information. All this information should be linked with one patient ID known as a bar code. Moreover, the bar code scanner is used to retrieve the information about a patient. It will reduce the nursing time and improve the drugs administration. Moreover, the physician can check the parameters by checking his ID. By this, the accuracy, usefulness, and consistency to check the patient have been improved. Bar-coded medication administration (BCMA) could save their oral drug administration time. BCMA could enhance patient oral medication safety and promote the quality of oral medication.

A bar code management system is consisted all the canners things such as a bar code printer, bar code scanner, bar-coded reader, computer server, and software. All the medication things are labelled with a unique bar code. The main role of bar code in medication is when a patient prescribes medications, they will be faxed and electronically delivered or manually delivered to a hospital pharmacy, where the nurse enters the computer system. The nurse will attach a bracelet to the patient. On that wristband, a unique bar code will be there. When a patient is used by a clinician to manage medication, the nurse will use a handheld device to scan his identification badge, the patient’s wristband, and the bar code on the drug. It is also possible that the bar code cannot match because it is the unique ID provided to the patient, which will warn the nurse with a visual warning as each patient bar code holds all the information about the patient and the medications provided.

There are five rights to be followed in bar code drug administration, namely, correct patient, correct medication, all correct time, all correct doses, and all correct routes. Through this thing, it will reduce medication errors.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Structure of BCMA system
BCMA’s actual structure is basically divided into five parts, including the frame settings, login operation area, symbol record search, print log record structure, and frame change reenters the segment. The frame setup has approval control, the head culture has the ability to change as indicated by the mass of each unit, and in addition, it can check the status of mediators that mediate medications and log on at the correct time later. The labelling procedure includes the choice of the patient’s fracture; the ability to enter the case marker after checking the patient’s wristband standard label, including this timeline, as well as intravenous (IV), details, PRN medications; each patient’s solution can be identified by looking for markers record found. Thus, the BCMA system is used only for oral drug administration.

RELATED WORK
BCMA works with many different terminology and different technology also in this literature survey; we will discuss many types of terminology and how it will work in natural word.

METHODS
Medication management system (MMS)
In MMS, for the patient, it involves the following four stages:
• Ordering
• Transcribing
• Dispensing
• Administration.

The five or more “rights” of medication administration such as a right patient, right medication, right dose, right route, and right time have been identified and put in practice in many hospitals. This approach is very useful for reducing preventable medication errors. However, as they depend on the humans involved, it is difficult to guarantee them perfectly. Hence, the wireless bar code terminal used in the dispensing and administration of medication is to identify a patient and a medication.

In this figure, the process of medication for the patient by the help of bar codes is described. A nurse inputs a medicine order by the help of MMS. This order is clinically screened by a pharmacist as shown in Fig. 1. Then, the pharmacist nurse put the medicines that she has got by MMS in the smart drawer. A nurse picks up the correct medication from a smart drawer according to a medication list by reading a bar code. After dispensing but before administering a medication, the nurse identifies the patient by reading the bar code on his or her bracelet.
The benefit of this process is to increase the workload of nurse’s. However, according to this terminology, 34% of medication error occurs during this administration process. Hence, to solve this, we propose using touch tag that uses a body area communication system instead of a bar code [1].

Body area communication system
In this process, a MMS is combining the both bar code and the touch tag. Research had designed the MMS for IV drip injection.

The MMS comprises the following units:
- Core MMS
- PC with a bar code reader
- Touch tag
- Touch tag access point

It is a list of five or more “rights” of medication administration. It arranges to use the bit tag for creating links between the patient, nurse, and blood vessel bag throughout the administration of the medication. Once a nurse injects liquid medication into the blood vessel bag per the order list, she or he attaches slightly tag and a bar code label written out from the core MMS and reads the bit tag and also the bar code to link the bit tag to the blood vessel bag. Throughout the administration of medication, the nurse carries slightly tag reader and a list for 5 or a lot of “rights” of medication administration. The bit tag was hooked up to many points on the patient. The bit tag reader was assailed the waist, right lower arm, and right higher arm of members of our analysis teams rather than a nurse. The quantity of subjects was 2 during this case, and that we measured whether or not it had been potential to scan the ID of the bit tag 5 times for every position. Once the bit tag was on the lower or higher arm, the bit tag reader may continuously read the ID. We expect that the higher arm is a lot of appropriate than the lower arm, and as a result of it, it is a stronger place to avoid associate surprising bit.

Places to put touch tag on IV bag
We measured 5 times whether it was possible to read the ID on the touch tag on a pet bottle instead of an IV bag. We measured the bottle filled with water and the bottle empty. When the bottle was filled with water, the ID was readable regardless of where the tag was on the bottle. However, when a bottle was empty, it was impossible to reliably read the ID [1]. We evaluated the following direct touch and indirect touch situations as follows:

Direct touch
The topic holds a bag together (with his) along with his or her arm while not a tag reader on that and touches the tag directly with his or her arm with the tag reader on that.

Indirect touch
The topic holds a bag mistreatment his or her arm while not slightly tag reader on that and touches some portion of a bag except the tag itself by mistreatment the arm on that the tag reader is about. We measured the received signal level in the following four cases:
- Case 1: Directly touching the filled bag.
- Case 2: Indirectly touching the filled bag.
- Case 3: Directly touching the empty bag.

For the patient with the fixed time schedule
At present, a challenge for patient and nurse is to indicate where a variety of medications has to be taken in according to complex schedule. To support patient with this task, an m-health concept was developed and evaluated in the course for the hospitals. In this thing, the system used a multimodal user interface concept both radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag and the bar code to identify and document to intake of medication [1].

Near field communication (NFC) is an increasingly available wireless interface in current and future mobile phones and smartphones. It is a short-range (<10 cm) wireless technology for RFID that can be read and written using the NFC features of smartphones, particularly with publicly available NFC development applications. The aim of NFC is to read RFID tags and the mobile phone camera to scan the bar code.

Medication management (RFID)
It started by touching the medication box with the NFC enable in a smartphone. When RFID tag was read out for the first time, an additional question had to be defined by the patient after scanning the bar code. This additional question was then asked each time after the documentation of that specific drug.

Then, the documentation was stored in a SQL database on the smartphone. The architecture of the database consisted of tables for the drug, the prescribed schedule, the linkage between unique ID stored on the RFID tag and the drug, and the table to keep track of the adherence, i.e., store the data on the intake as documented by the patient (Fig. 2).

After saving the information, an unique ID stored on the RFID tag and it will create a specific time slot [2]. After documentation of the intake, drug disappeared from that list, and it will display all the medication taken in the actual day. If the documentation was not taken or done within the time slot, a reminder dialog will appear and the warning was issued.

RFID and the bar code used in pregnancy
This exploration shows a RFID application in OGD prompted to diminishment of the staff in stock office which diminishes the cost of work. The advantages of RFID in bar-coded framework are that the attendant in the clinic can track resources quick.
- This can expand the quality and effectiveness of the doctor’s facility.
- And can keep away from burglary and theft by characterizing of gear.

RFID system is collected for three different periods as follows:
1. Pregnancy
2. Delivery
3. After childbirth.

The saving time for each period is obtained based on the waiting time difference between two systems, where the saving time is converted.
to money. In this terminology, the woman will get a card that is RFID smart card. The cost of the smart card will paid, and it will utilized by a pregnant patient for the motivation behind information recording and scheduling amid patient visit to OGD Office. This card holds all the historical backdrop of patient from the 1st day of pregnancy up to the most recent month after labor. In this, every period comprises of various number of visits and exercises. All visits required stride for every period.

The advantage of this module is as follows:

- Time saving for doctor, nurses, administrator, and patient.
- They can convert time into money.
- To increase the quality and efficiency of the hospital [4].

**DOCTOR CARD**

The bar code representation is printed on the card as a physician card number. The bar code is used to make a task of the hospital easier, and every detail of the physician will contain the bar code. The bar code system for each physician and nurse will have a bar code printed on the card. Bar code technology has been used in this system. It has a low cost, is easy to use, and does not require an incredibly differentiated proof process because the bar code will represent the information directly. RFID technology has been proposed for use in this participant system; however, it is not comfortable because the chip installed in the physician’s card represents a number in the card itself, not the doctor’s ID number. This will cause inconvenience to the system when creating a database for participation lists. The participation list will be based on the doctor and ID number, and the comparison process within the name list will be inconsistent. If the system has a general list of RFID IDs, RFID technology can be used a novel number of the doctor’s card which can be represented as the doctor’s ID number accordingly.

As we tend to see during this Fig. 3, the cardboard contains each detail with the bar code. The factor is once the doctor offers that attending the sole work is to try and do they need to scan the bar code and also the attending can mechanically store knowledge he info the information base of hospital this nomenclature used for the doctor’s time saving, and it maintains all the main points of doctor’s details in data base.

There are 2 places to gather: Log in and consider. Once the participation list is set into the dataset, the login and checkout methods may be difficult to observe. Fig. 4 shows the Windows kind style once logged in or consider the method being run. In this window type, there is a text box and a button labelled “Comm.” Throughout the development method, the maximum number of text boxes has been set to 15. The text box input can be a manual input with a keyboard. However, to form a recording method flow, a bar code scanner must be forced. Since the bar code scanner decodes the bar code from the physician card, the 10-digit ID type is similar to the text box using the HID keyboard emulation technique. It displays the ID variable in the text box [7].

**PROPOSED WORK**

We will discuss about the existing work drawback by the first module that a nurse has to carry a handy terminal that includes a bar code reader function and put it over the patient’s bracelet. This action increases the nurse’s workload and must be stressful for a nurse at the bedside. These issues mean that a bar code is not the most suitable for use at the bedside. Moreover, in NFC and RFID, patients evaluated the usability of the proposed MMS using NFC-enabled smartphones and RFID tags as well as the phone’s camera to scan bar codes. It is not possible for all the patients that they all have the smartphone. In pregnancy module, the problem is the smart card tag that cost is very high and it is not easy to every patient to purchase that card and the medication cost is also so costly, so this is a big drawback of this module (Fig. 5).

Hence, we will implement on open-source software that works on bar code. The advantage of this implementation is that all the detail, medication detail, and all the clinical detail will be stored in this software database. It will create unique bar code tag for the entire patient. The biggest advantage is when we will scan that bar code all the details of the patient detail will come on screen, and thereafter, the software will generate a PDF file as an output. This will secure the details of patient and it will save more time for the hospital.

**CONCLUSION**

The paper explains the implementation of BCMA and RFID to reduce half of the time giving the oral medication. By the help of this, all the nurses have saved their 50% of the time. Nurses will work with the hardware and software with the new facilities and terminology of BCMA system.

The RFID application in OGD prompted to diminishing of the representatives in stock office that abatements the estimation of
work. Inside the new framework abuse RFID, the degree of stock is controlled simpler and in extra better than average means than code framework. Revision is put mechanically and cut back the esteem inside the method for stock outs and losing customer. Legitimacy of drugs is controlled by RFID framework which winds up in less medicine mistake in consideration framework. Associate in nursing experiment demonstrating that the bit tag was helpful for very factory the link between an endogenous bag, a patient, and a nurse. Our system would not increase the employment or stress of a nurse and that we believe it will facilitate eliminate most of the preventable medication errors.
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